Notice: The Puerto Rico Supreme Court in November 2016 has overturned Rodriguez vs Puerto Rico in which a lower court struck down Puerto Rico’s firearm laws as unconstitutional. The fight in the courts for the last two years has resulted in no changes in Puerto Rico’s firearm and carry laws. The ruling and all press reports that Handgunlaw.us has seen are in Spanish. The story about the ruling in Spanish from the Puerto Rico DOJ can be viewed Here.
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Puerto Rico

Note:

Alaska, Arizona, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, Vermont and West Virginia have “Permitless Carry.” Anyone who can legally possess a firearm may carry it concealed in those states without a Permit/License. Check each states page for more information and any restrictions that may apply.

Idaho, North Dakota and Wyoming have “Permitless Carry” for their Residents only.

Permits/Licenses This State Honors Listed Below

Note: Puerto Rico has Reciprocity in their laws but no one knows of any State Permit/Licenses they say they will honor. From all that I have heard they will not honor any other states Permits/Licenses even though they have a reciprocity law.

How to Apply for a Permit

Title 25. Internal Security
Subtitle 1. Generally
Part V. Regulation of Firearms, Explosives, and Other Dangerous Devices
Chapter 51a. Puerto Rico Arms Act Of 2000
Subchapter 2. Licenses and Regulations
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(a) The Superintendent shall issue a weapons license to any petitioner who meets the following requirements:

1. Has reached the age of twenty-one (21) years.

2. Has a negative criminal record certificate issued not later than thirty (30) days prior to the date of the application and has not been accused of, nor is pending or in the process of trial for any of the crimes listed in § 456j of this title or its equivalent, in Puerto Rico, the United States or abroad.

3. Is not habitually inebriated or addicted to controlled substances.

4. Has not been declared mentally incompetent by a court.

5. Has not incurred or belonged to organizations involved in acts of violence, or directed to the overthrow of the constituted government.

6. Has not been dishonorably discharged from the armed forces, or removed from any of the law enforcement agencies of the Government of Puerto Rico or its municipalities.

7. Is not under a court order which prohibits harassing, stalking, threatening, or proximity to an intimate partner, the children of the latter or to any person, and who does not have a record of violence.

8. Is a citizen of the United States, or a legal resident of Puerto Rico.

9. Is not a person who, having been a citizen of the United States at a given time, has renounced said citizenship.

10. Has submitted a sworn statement attesting to compliance with fiscal laws; it being established that it shall be grounds to deny the issue of the license applied for or to revoke the same if the petitioner has failed to comply with the fiscal laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

11. Has purchased a one hundred (100) dollar internal revenue stamp payable to the Puerto Rico Police; provided, that in those cases whereby the license is denied, the amount paid shall not be reimbursed.

12. Has submitted, together with the application, one (1) sworn statement from three (3) persons that are not related by consanguinity or affinity to the petitioner and that under penalty of perjury, attest to the fact that the petitioner enjoys a good reputation in the community, that he/she does not have a tendency to commit acts of violence, and that therefore they have no objection to the petitioner owning firearms. This statement shall be made in the form provided by the Superintendent along with the application for a weapons license.

13. Has submitted the completed application, under oath, before a notary, accompanied by an impression of his/her fingerprints, taken by a technician of the Puerto Rico Police or a competent federal or state government agency, and that includes two (2) color photographs, two (2) inches by two (2) inches in size, sufficiently recent as to depict the petitioner in his/her true aspect at the time of the application.

14. Has submitted a negative certificate of debt to the Child Support Administration.

(b) Every duly completed application, in duplicate, and, together with the documents and voucher indicated above, shall be filed with the General Police Headquarters or the law enforcement agency of the area in which the applicant resides. The applicant shall retain a sealed copy for his/her records. Within the term of five (5) working days, the Superintendent shall issue a certification stating that the application and all the required documents have been submitted, or shall require compliance with the requirements for the application in order to issue the certification. After said certificate is issued, the Superintendent shall
determine and certify in writing, within a term that shall not exceed one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days, that the applicant meets the requirements established in this chapter for granting a weapons license. This may be achieved through an investigation in the files of any government agency in Puerto Rico, the United States, or abroad, to which he/she may have access (including the archives of the National Crime Information Center and the National Instant Criminal Background Check System, among others). Should the Superintendent’s investigation result in a finding indicating that the person fails to meet all the requirements established in this chapter, the weapons license shall not be granted, but without it constituting an impairment, the applicant shall not be prevented from requesting said license again in the future. Should the Superintendent fail to issue a determination within the above mentioned term of one hundred and twenty (120) days, he/she shall be bound to issue a special provisional permit in favor of the applicant, within a term of ten (10) calendar days. Said special provisional permit shall grant all the rights, privileges and prerogatives of a regular license to carry weapons, for a term of sixty (60) calendar days, during which period the Superintendent must have reached a decision. If upon the conclusion of the effectiveness of said provisional permit, the Superintendent has not yet reached a decision as to the suitability of the applicant, said provisional permit shall automatically become a regular weapons license.

(c) The Superintendent, discretionsly and passively, without impairing the peace and tranquility of the person under investigation or breaching the privacy of his/her home, may conduct as many investigations as he/she deems pertinent after remitting the license to the applicant; provided, that regardless of whether the investigations are being or were not conducted, it shall not be an impediment for the license to be issued within the terms indicated above. If after the pertinent investigation has been conducted by the Superintendent, it is found that the applicant has knowingly furnished false information in his/her application or does not meet the requirements established in this chapter, the license shall be immediately revoked and seized, as well as all the firearms and ammunition held by the applicant, who shall be subject to prosecution for the crime of perjury and for the corresponding violations of this chapter.

(d) The weapons license established in this section empowers the licensee to be the owner of a maximum of two (2) firearms, except as provided below, regarding acquisitions through inheritance, or when the licensee holds a target shooting or hunting permit, in which case there shall be no established limit. Provided, That any licensee who owns fifteen (15) weapons or more shall be bound to maintain eighty percent (80%) of these locked in a safe place fixed to the real property in such a manner that the weapons cannot be easily removed. Any licensee under the obligation to fulfill the safety requirement shall submit to the Superintendent a sworn statement attesting to the fact that he/she is in compliance with the safety requirement. The Superintendent shall impose an administrative fine of one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each weapon property of the licensee that i

(1) The firearms may be borne, carried, and transported in a hidden or unobtrusive manner, and the Superintendent shall provide by regulations, the procedure for any law enforcement officer as described herein, to issue a courtesy ticket which shall be prepared to such effect, which shall be remitted to the Puerto Rico Police Weapons License Office, to be filed with the record of the licensee. The Superintendent may impose a fine of up to two hundred dollars ($200) for recidivism in carrying or transporting arms in an ostentatious or conspicuous manner, as well as the procedure for the revision of the same, at the request of the interested party upon whom the fine is imposed. The Superintendent shall hold an administrative hearing within a term of not more than forty-five (45) days to uphold, review, modify or eliminate the imposed fine.

(2) Unless the licensee also holds a permit to carry weapons, the weapon may not be carried by the www.handgunlaw.us
licensee on his/her person; and that to be able to transport said weapon without a permit to carry, the
weapon must be unloaded and transported inside a closed case whose contents are not visible and
which may not be in plain sight. Provided, That in the case of private security guards who hold a
permit to carry, are uniformed and in the exercise of their duties, they may carry the weapon in plain
sight.

(3) That the firearms or ammunition may only be donated, sold, transferred, assigned, left in the custody,
or otherwise conveyed by the transfer of the control or command of the same to persons who own a
weapons or gunsmith license or to any of the persons mentioned in § 456c of this title.

(4) The licensee may only transport one firearm at a time, except those licensees who also hold target
shooting or hunting permits, who shall not be limited as to the number of firearms to be carried on
their person while on the premises of an authorized gun club or in those places in which the hunting
sport is practiced, pursuant to the applicable laws.

(5) The licensee shall only purchase ammunition of the caliber used by the weapons that he/she owns
registered to his/her name.

(6) This license does not authorize the licensee to engage in the business of purchasing and selling
firearms, limiting the purchase and sale thereof to his/her personal weapons.

(7) That this weapons license does not authorize the licensee to engage in the business of purchasing and
selling firearms or ammunition, limiting the purchase and sale of the same to his/her personal firearms
and ammunition.

(e) Within the term of forty-five (45) days from the date the weapons license is received, which may be
extended for thirty (30) additional days if requested within the original term, any licensee shall file a
certification issued by an authorized official of a gun club authorized in Puerto Rico, if he/she has not filed it
before with the Puerto Rico Police General Headquarters, personally or by certified mail with
acknowledgement of receipt, to the effect that the petitioner has approved a course in the correct and safe use
and handling of firearms pursuant to this chapter. If the applicant fails to do so, he/she shall incur an
administrative fault of one hundred dollars ($100) for each month in arrears, for up to a maximum of six (6)
months, at the end of which the license shall be revoked and seized, as well as any weapon and ammunition
the petitioner has acquired. For these purposes, the Superintendent shall authorize the purchase of up to a
maximum of five hundred (500) rounds of ammunition in addition to those allowed by this chapter. Said
ammunition shall have to be used completely by the petitioner during the training for certification. The
provisions of this subsection shall not impair the provisions of subsection (d)(7) of this section.

The Superintendent shall handle any claim from the persons who for health reasons or special circumstances
beyond their control are unable to comply with the certification duty imposed herein. In any case in which
the Superintendent grants an extension, the new term for compliance with the requirements shall begin ten
(10) days after the circumstances that led to the extension are no longer extant.

(f) The Puerto Rico Police shall issue the duplicates of weapons license cards that a licensee may want
within a term of thirty (30) calendar days upon request after having paid fifty dollars ($50) in internal
revenue vouchers per duplicate. In case of a change in license category, the cost for the category change shall
be twenty dollars ($20).

Every weapons license shall have the date on which it must be updated, which shall be five (5) years after its
issue, and no person may make any transaction of a firearm or ammunition, nor shoot in a gun club, nor hunt,
bear, carry, or transport weapons, if he/she has not applied for the updating thereof as indicated in this
chapter, under penalty that the weapons license be revoked and an administrative fine of five hundred dollars
($500) be imposed for shooting in a gun club or hunting, bearing, carrying or transporting weapons. After six
(6) months have elapsed from the due date, he/she may only sell his/her firearms to a person with a dealer
license.

Every five (5) years, on the fifth anniversary of the date of issue of the weapons license, the petitioner shall
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be bound to renew his/her license, by executing a sworn statement addressed to the Superintendent of Police, upon payment of the Internal Revenue vouchers provided in Section 2.02 of this Act, stating that the circumstances that gave rise to the original granting remain the same, or indicating the manner in which they have changed. This renewal may be made within six (6) months before, or thirty (30) days after the date the weapons license has expired. Failure to renew said weapons license after the abovementioned thirty (30) days, shall entail an administrative fine of fifty dollars (50) per month for up to a maximum of six (6) months, [the] amount which must be paid as a requirement for renewal. If the weapons license is not renewed within six (6) months, the Superintendent shall revoke the same and seize the weapons and ammunition; Provided, That] the licensee may renew and reinstate his/her license within up to six (6) additional months after the revocation or seizure, whichever is later, through the payment of twice the amount of the accrued fine. None of the above shall prevent a person whose license has been revoked though failure to act, from de novo applying for another license which shall be granted, provided he/she has paid any fines pending, in which case, he/she may recover the seized weapons if the Superintendent has not yet disposed of them.

It is hereby provided that in the event the licensee is residing outside of Puerto Rico on the date the renewal of the license is due, or during the renewal period indicated above, the license shall not expire within the thirty (30) days of the licensee's return to Puerto Rico.

It is further provided that if the licensee happens to be a woman, and if she were pregnant on the date the renewal of the license is due or during the period of renewal mentioned above, said period shall not expire until ninety (90) days have elapsed after the birth. In any case in which a pregnant women is bound, under the provisions of this chapter, to submit a training certificate, the term to submit the same shall begin ninety (90) days after the birth.

The Superintendent shall notify every licensee by mail to his/her mailing address, the date on which his/her license must be renewed, six (6) months prior to its expiration date. The Superintendent shall make available through the area police stations, the gunsmiths, and the Internet, all the forms needed to execute the renewal. Once the license has been renewed, the Superintendent shall issue the new license upon payment of the renewal fee, within the following thirty (30) calendar days, unless there is just cause to delay doing so.

Every licensee shall inform the Superintendent of his/her change of residential or mailing address within thirty (30) days of the change, under penalty of an administrative fine of two hundred dollars ($200), which shall be paid as a requirement for renewing the license.

(g) A person may at any time surrender his/her weapons license to the Police for its cancellation, and also surrender his/her weapons to the Police, or transfer the same to another person who owns a weapons or gunsmith license in force.

(h) It shall not be a requirement to own any firearms to obtain a weapons license and its categories.

Non-Resident Permits

It looks like Residents and Non-Residents apply the same way. See Resident Permit Section

Places Off-Limits Even With a Permit/License

Title 1. Chapter 35. § 693. All the buildings, offices and structures that house any of the three government branches of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are off limits and should be posted.

Title 24, Part VIII. Chapter 201A. Subchapter II. § 6153s. Inside any mental healthcare institution and methadone treatment centers and their mobile or in-house units.
Title 16. Subtitle 2. Chapter 57. § 522. Search for concealed weapons on election day
Any member of the Police of Puerto Rico is hereby authorized and directed to search any person at any place on election day, whom he suspects of carrying any prohibited weapon, and if the weapon is found on him, the same shall be immediately seized and the corresponding complaint shall be sworn to in accordance with law; and if the person carrying the weapon is a voter he shall not be arrested until he has voted.

Title 25, Subtitle 1, Part V, Chpt 51A Subchapter 2 § 456a. Weapons License (d)(2) Unless the licensee also holds a permit to carry weapons, the weapon may not be carried by the licensee on his/her person; and that to be able to transport said weapon without a permit to carry, the weapon must be unloaded and transported inside a closed case whose contents are not visible and which may not be in plain sight. Provided, That in the case of private security guards who hold a permit to carry, are uniformed and in the exercise of their duties, they may carry the weapon in plain sight.

For Federal Restrictions on Firearms see the USA Page.

Do “No Gun Signs” Have the Force of Law?

“???????”
We are unable to determine if “No Gun” signs have the force of law in Puerto Rico. Until we get more information Handgunlaw.us believes you should treat every “No Gun” sign on any private business as having the force of law.

Carry In State Parks//WMA/Road Side Rest Areas & St. /Nat. Forests

Carry Allowed in these Areas:
State Parks: Unknown (I can find no law that states it is illegal)
State/National Forests: Unknown (I can find no law that states it is illegal)
State WMA’s: Unknown
Road Side Rest Areas: Unknown

RV/Car Carry Without a Permit/License

You must have a Permit to Carry to carry a loaded firearm in a vehicle.

Title 25, Subtitle 1, Part V, Chpt 51A Subchapter 2 § 456a. Weapons License (d)(2) Unless the licensee also holds a permit to carry weapons, the weapon may not be carried by the licensee on his/her person; and that to be able to transport said weapon without a permit to carry, the weapon must be unloaded and transported inside a closed case whose contents are not visible and which may not be in plain sight. Provided, That in the case of private security guards who hold a permit to carry, are uniformed and in the exercise of their duties, they may carry the weapon in plain sight.

Transportation. Means the mediate or immediate possession of a weapon for the purpose of taking it from one place to another. Said transportation must be carried out by a person with a current weapons license and the weapon must be unloaded and transported inside a closed case whose contents are not visible and which may not be in plain sight.
Open Carry (Without a Valid Permit/License)

Open Carry of firearms is not legal. With a Permit/License to Carry the firearm must be carried concealed.

State Preemption

No Preemption law in their code.

Deadly Force Laws

**Title 33, Subtitle 4, PART II  Chapter 290, Subchapter 3, 33 L.P.R.A.**

§ 4653. Allowed risk
§ 4654. Self-defense
§ 4655. State of necessity
§ 4656. Exercise of right or performance of duty
§ 4657. Obedience to superior orders
§ 4658. Error
§ 4659. Entrapment
§ 4660. Intimidation or violence
§ 4661. Insignificant conduct

Knife Laws State/Cities

To access State/Local Knife Laws Click “Here”

Carry in Restaurants That Serve Alcohol

**Unknown**  (I can find no law that states it is illegal)

**Note:** A “YES” above means you can carry into places like described below. “NO” means you can’t. Handgunlaw.us definition of “Restaurant Carry” is carry in a restaurant that serves alcohol. Places like Friday’s or Red Lobster unless posted with “No Gun Signs.” This may or may not mean the bar or the bar area of a restaurant. But you can carry your firearm into a restaurant that serves alcohol and sit and eat without consuming. Handgunlaw.us recommends you not sit at the Bar or in the Bar area of such restaurants. In some states it is illegal to be in the Bar area of such restaurants. Handgunlaw.us believes you should never consume alcohol when carrying your firearm. In some states it is illegal to take even one drink while carrying a firearm. If you want further info on carrying in places that serve alcohol check your state laws.

Chemical Sprays/Stun Gun/Higher Capacity Magazine Laws

Unable to find any laws on Chemical Sprays/Stun Guns or restrictions on Higher Capacity Magazines.

LEOSA State Information

**Traveling with Firearms in Puerto Rico**

According to Federal Regulations, anyone carrying a firearm, must declare the firearm upon check-in, complete a Declaration of Armed Individual, and ask for further instructions.
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On July 22, 2004, President George W. Bush signed into effect the Law Enforcement Officers Safety Act of 2004 (LEOSA). This law creates a mechanism by which qualified active and retired sworn law enforcement officers are permitted to carry a concealed weapon anywhere within the jurisdiction of the United States, subject to certain limitations, provided that officers are carrying their official badges and photographic identification.

The title defines the term "state" to include the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and all US possessions excluding the Panama Canal Zone.

See the LEOSA Section on the USA Page at Handgunlaw.us for more LEOSA Information.

**Attorney General Opinions/Court Cases**

The Puerto Rico Appellate Case Recognizing a 2nd Amend. Right to Carry Guns in Public (English Version)

**Airport Carry/Misc. Information**

Airport Carry: Unknown

Training Valid for: 1 Year

Time Period to Establish Residency: Unknown

Minimum Age for Permit/License: 21

Permit/License Info Public Information: Most Likely NO

State Firearm Laws: Title 25-SubTitle I Chpt. 51A-II-456

State Deadly Force Laws: Title 33. Subtitle 4. Part II Chapter 290. Subchapter 3. 33 L.P.R.A. § 4653 - § 4661

State Knife Laws: 25-Sub 1-Part V-Chpt. 51A Sub V- § 458d

Chemical/Electric Weapons Laws: Unknown

Body Armor Laws: Unknown

Does Your Permit Cover Other Weapons Besides Firearms? NO 25-SubTitle I 51A-456d

**Notes**

**What Does PR Consider a Loaded Firearm?**

Puerto Rico law does not define Loaded. Their firearm laws us the word Loaded or Unloaded but doesn’t give a definition.

**Note:** With no definition on what the state considers a loaded firearm at the minimum I would have no cartridge in the firing chamber, cylinder, internal or attached magazine or attached to the firearm in any way.

**State Emergency Powers**

Handgunlaw.us can find no specific laws on the “Emergency Powers” of the Governor or other state officials. That does not mean there are no laws covering this topic but that they just couldn’t be found. During a state of emergency a Governor has very broad powers that are mainly restrained by law. If there are
no laws limiting a Governor in what they can or cannot do they can do just about anything they deem appropriate in an Emergency and let things get sorted out after the emergency is past. Looking at New Orleans after Katrina shows you what they can or will do if there are no laws restraining State Government(s).

**Note:** Federal Law can apply if the state is receiving monetary and/or other assistance from the Federal Government. See [US Code 42-5207](https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/part-52) for Federal Law as it applies to States of Emergencies.

### Minimum Age for Possessing and Transporting of Handguns.

**Puerto Rico 21 Y/O**

Title 25, Subtitle 1, Part V, Chapter 51A, Subchapter 5, § 458a  
Title 25, Subtitle 1, Part V, Chapter 51A, Subchapter 2, § 456a

This is the minimum age for possessing and transporting a handgun unloaded and secured in a vehicle without any type of permit/license to carry firearms.

Some states (and counties) require Firearms Identification Cards, and/or registration.

**Note:** In some states Possession and Transportation CAN be very restrictive in that you can ONLY possess and transport a handgun to and from a Shooting Range, Gun Shop, property you own or other places you can legally possess a handgun. Some states do not have this restriction.

This is not the last word on possession and transporting of handguns in this, or any other state. Study your state law further for more information. See “RV/Car Carry” Section Above for more information.

### Permit/License Image

![Permit/License Image](image)

Tiro Al Blanco means Target Shooting. Portacion Tribunal Means Carry Court.

This Image has been digitally assembled from 2 or more images. It may not be 100% accurate but gives a good representation of the actual Permit/License.

### Updates to this Page

**Archive of Previous Updates** 3

1/1/17 – Notice at Top of Page Concerning PR Supreme Court Ruling Updated. Missouri Added as Permitless Carry State to List of States Under Map at Top of Page.  
2/8/17 – All Links Checked and Repaired if Needed.  
2/24/17 – New Hampshire Added as Permitless Carry State to List of States Under Map at Top of Page.  
8/20/17 – All Links Checked.  
9/20/17 – This State Uses NexisLexis for its Statutes. You Can’t Link Directly to Their Statutes. New Link for All Statute Links Incorporated so That This States Statutes Can be Accessed for Free.  
2/10/18 – All Links Checked.  
6/23/18 – All Links Checked.
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